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SUMMER WEEK #3
SUMMERTIME LIVING AND EATING....
“One of these easiest ways to embrace seasonal living is by eating foods that are
in season. In our modern world it seems like we have all but forgotten what
seasonal foods are. We can buy almost any kind of produce we want from the
store ANY time of year. If you are able to, try growing a garden! You can also
choose to shop for your produce at local farmer’s markets, or directly from
farmers in your area. This will ensure that you’re eating seasonally. ”
- Jeyden from BackRoadBloom.com
Many of you garden and buy directly from farmers in your area so you're
already taking big steps toward seasonal living and eating.
If you want to know more, I wrote a quick blog post with tips for small
lifestyle changes to make this time of year to counteract the hot, long days,
as well as what to eat and drink in order to stay cool and calm during the
most fun season of the year. Check it out here!

UNBOXING YOUR OFFERINGS THIS WEEK
*Signifies DANGER ZONE Veggies - those items that are in danger of rotting more quickly
than other items. Store in the refrigerator immediately upon returning home and plan to eat
quickly, within 3 - 5 days for best results.
*TURNIPS ~ They add a great zip to dishes and are even tasty (and crunchy) raw. Turnips
can be cut into wedges and served as crudites with dip, or sliced and added to salads.
Delicious added to stir-fries and is a great way to "hide" them for those that don't
particularly enjoy them (yet!). Be sure to cut the green tops off the turnips as soon as you
get home to preserve the root for a week or more. Turnip greens can be used like any
green.
SUMMER SQUASH / ZUCCHINI - Super versatile; great shredded as a raw salad, grilled
with garlic, fried with a breading coating, steamed with butter and salt, or baked/roasted, or
even made into "noodles". There's not too much you can't do with summer squash and
zucchini! For best results, refrigerate yellow squash and zucchini, unwashed, in a plastic bag
in the vegetable drawer where it will last at least up to 7 days. If you're short on fridge
space, store on your counter but it's best if used then within 2 or 3 days.
EARLY ONIONS - Smaller versions of our larger onions coming later in the season. Almost
the entire plant can be eaten, both the greens and the bulb. The outer layers of the narrow
neck are a bit tough and could be removed, but the inside of the neck is tender. Use for any
recipe calling for onion and the greens can be used as a green onion.
COLLARD GREENS ~ These nutritious greens have made their way into healthy diets
throughout the country: shredded raw in salads, steamed, and even used as gluten-free
wraps. They are delicious when sauteed with garlic, sea salt, and olive oil; but to take it to
the next level, fry up some bacon and then saute them in the remaining bacon grease.
Crumble cooked bacon on top of sauteed greens before serving. This simple dish will
convert any skeptic of collard greens! ;) Store unwashed greens in a plastic bag up to 10
days.
*KALE ~ For a bunch of whole leaves, it's all about avoiding excess moisture. Wrap the
bunch of kale in a layer of paper towels, and store in a zip-top plastic bag in the refrigerator
crisper drawer. The kale should be in great shape for a week. Enjoy raw in salads, in your
green smoothies, or lightly sauteed with garlic, sea salt, and olive oil.

UNBOXING YOUR OFFERINGS THIS WEEK
*ITALIKO ROSSO DANDELION GREENS ~ A new crop for us that we're loving!! All the
benefits of dandelion greens that's easier to harvest! Read more about dandelion greens here.
I like to include them in our salads, or anytime I'm using greens, and in our green smoothies.
*SWISS CHARD ~ Use raw leaves in salads, or sauté the leaves and and finely chop the
stems to combine with olive oil and garlic, and add to pasta, frittata's, scrambled eggs and
stir-fries. To use, rinse under cold water. Once washed, it should be wrapped in paper towels
and refrigerated for up to 4 days.
*HEAD LETTUCE ~ I wouldn’t wash this until you’re ready to use it. In the meantime, put
your head lettuce in a Debbie Meyer Green bag right away and leave it in the fridge. Use
within a week. Lettuce falls into the category of “danger zone veggies” — i.e. they are in
danger of rotting more quickly than other items. So use your lettuce early on in the week for
maximum efficiency.
SUMMER SALAD GREEN MIX ~ Has already been rinsed and dried so should last longer
than other danger-zone veggies. Plan to use this after other items have already been eaten.
Keep an eye on the bag though, if there are any bruised or damaged leaves, they will spoil
the whole bunch so remove any as soon as you notice them.
SUPER GREENS MIX ` A heartier salad green mix with lettuces plus kale, spinach, chard,
and collards. Great for salad and for smoothies! Like our other mixes, it has already been
rinsed and dried so it should last longer than some of your other items so plan to use this after
other more fragile veggies have already been eaten.
PERPETUAL SPINACH ~ Actually a variety of Swiss Chard that won't go to heat during the
summer yet tastes just like spinach. Has already been rinsed and spun dry so it should last
longer than other greens. High in antioxidants and vitamins A, C, E, and iron so lightly cook or
enjoy raw for highest retention of nutritional value. Cook quickly until spinach turns a bright
green for best flavor. Use in salads, pasta, pestos, and egg dishes as well as being a favorite
for green smoothies.

UNBOXING YOUR OFFERINGS THIS WEEK
BOK CHOY ~ This Asian green is so awesome in a stir fry or fried rice. Use the white stems
too! Chop them and use them like celery for some crunch. I love to eat it raw and it has a lot
of water content so it's great to snack to nimble on to keep hydrated. Store wrapped loosely
in plastic bag (or a Debbie Meyer Green Bag) in the refrigerator.
GARLIC SCRAPES - We're very excited about this new offering! Garlic scapes— or the slim,
serpentine flower stems—grow from the tops of hardneck garlic. We've learned that by
removing them, it actually helps the garlic bulb out into larger heads of garlic. And even
better, the scrapes are not only edible but delicious! For garlic lovers, they have the same
distinct garlic flavor while being less fiery. Thus they can be used raw more easily without
being too strong and overpowering the rest of the dish. Also, when sauteed, the garlic flavor
became more muted and sweet—more like roasted garlic than raw. For the simplest
preparation, toss the scrapes with oil, salt, and pepper and cook them on the grill over
medium-high heat until softened and lightly charred, about 15 minutes. Dice finely and add to
stir-fries, egg dishes, soups, basically any dish that could use some subtle garlic flavor.
Although I haven't had a chance to tried it yet, I've got this garlic scrape pesto recipe on my
list to make this coming weekend! The scrapes will store well and will last in the fridge in a
bag left slightly open for up to 3 weeks.
*EDIBLE BLOSSOMS ~ Arugula, kale, and mizuna blossoms. They are so beautiful and
delicious too! We include these blossoms in our offerings because we've found they add zest
and dimension to any number of dishes. So if you're feeling adventurous, give these a try.
They're so fun!! Try sprinkling them raw into your salads, put them in sandwiches, on soups,
and mix with your egg dishes right before serving.
DILL ~ Use fresh dill leaves in salads, soups, sauces, and as garnishes. When mincing dill,
preserve the delicate flavor by snipping with scissors rather than slicing with a knife. To
successfully store fresh dill, spritz whole stems lightly with a fine spray of water, wrap loosely
in paper towels, and place in a sealed zip-top plastic bag. Store the dill in the vegetable bin of
your refrigerator. It should last up to a week and perhaps even longer.

UNBOXING YOUR OFFERINGS THIS WEEK
OREGANO ~ Delicious added to marinara sauces for pasta and pizza, add a few leaves to
your salads for flavor and added nutrition, also delicious on any roasted or grilled meat.
Fresh oregano must be used quickly. Store whole stems with leaves in a glass of water with
a plastic bag loosely tented over the glass. If you know you can't use it that quickly, it's so
easy to dry for later use: lay out on a baking sheet to dry, turning over once or twice until
dried completely. Once dried, crumble and add to a spice jar.
CILANTRO ~ Used in Mexican, Indian, and Thai cooking as well as many sauces and
salsas. It looks a lot like parsley, but with a different flavor. Top tacos, burritos with it, add a
sprig or two to your salad or smoothies for extra detox. Read more about it below! To store:
place the stems into a glass of water and cover with a baggie in the fridge and use within a
week.
MINT ~ Like all herbs, using fresh mint in cooking can help add flavor while giving an
opportunity to reduce sodium and sugar intake. I like sipping mint water throughout the
spring/summer to cool me down from the inside out, or I make mint tea by letting the mint
leaves and stems steep in boiling water when I need to warm up. Mint is a fun, fresh
addition to smoothies and salads. Before leaving the house, you can chew on a mint leaf to
freshen your breath without having to resort to gums and breath-mints that have harmful
chemicals.
PLANTAIN (MEDICINAL & EDIBLE) ~ Not the tropical plantain! Commonly thought of
as a "weed", it is actually a health wonder-plant that is probably growing in your yard too!
Medicinally it can be made into salves and tinctures as well as made into a tea to address
several different health struggles. It can chewed up quickly to form a paste then applied to
insect stings for relief. (We've already been doing this this year for mosquito bites!) It's also
delicious when eaten, tasting very similar to spinach so use it in your salads or saute it
similarly to any green.
THYME ~ A delicious herbal flavor, can be used in a number of ways. Add whole or
chopped to a dish at any stage of cooking. The longer they cook, however, the more flavor
they’ll provide. Thyme stems are fibrous and won’t break down during cooking, so if using
whole thyme stems, pick them out and discard before serving. If baking with thyme, remove
the small individual leaves from the stem beforehand. Store fresh thyme loosely wrapped in
a damp paper towel, inside a sealed plastic bag in the refrigerator, for up to two weeks.
Once removed from the stem, thyme leaves will stay fresh in a small sealed container in the
refrigerator for up to three days.

GET TO KNOW YOUR VEGGIES

SUMMER SQUASH!

Some call it summer squash and some call
it zucchini; both can be right!
Technically though, zucchini is straight,
while squash has a fat bottom and tapers
towards the neck. ... The term summer squash encompasses many varieties of
fresh squash harvested mostly in the summer months. This includes zucchini,
many types of summer squash, and pattypans.
Summer squash are obviously related to winter squashes (like butternut or
acorn squash, appearing in a farm share box near you this fall!!) but, as their
name signifies, they are eaten in the summer months and are prepared quite
differently than winter squash.
For most summer squash, everything's edible: the skin, seeds and flesh. And
they're quick-cookers! They can even be eaten raw! (Winter squashes,
however, which must be cooked a long time, but again, we'll learn more about
that this fall.)
And summer squash is so versatile!! As I wrote above in the "Unboxing your
Farm Share" section, it is great shredded as a raw salad, grilled with garlic, fried
with a breading coating, steamed with butter and salt, or baked/roasted (see
the recipe on the next page), or even made into "noodles". There's not too
much you can't do with summer squash and zucchini!
For best results, refrigerate yellow squash and zucchini, unwashed, in a plastic
bag in the vegetable drawer where it will last at least up to 7 days. If you're
short on fridge space, store on your counter but it's best if used then within 2
or 3 days.
Summer squash contains vitamin C as well as beta-carotene, folate, and fiber.
These nutrients make summer squash a tool in preventing cancers, heart
disease, and diseases of inflammation such as arthritis and asthma.

RECIPES & IDEAS

Baked Summer Squash
Since the weather has been rather cool lately, it's a great time to try some baked
dishes before it really heats up and turning on the oven sounds tortuous. Haha!
This is a super simple dish that comes together quickly. Even for those not
particularly found of summer squash, the Parmesan cheese in this recipe, along
with the bread crumbs just may win them over.
Ingredients:
2 pounds summer squash (can use any combination of any summer squash
including zucchini, pattypan squash, yellow crookneck squash, etc.)
1/4 cup olive oil
1/2 cup grated Parmesan cheese
1/3 cup bread crumbs (read the labels of bread crumbs carefully! For such a
simple item, they love to add a lot of engineered ingredients. Adding just a bit
more time, bread crumbs can be easily made at home to avoid the chemicals)
1/2 teaspoon flaked salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper
Instructions:
Preheat the oven to 350°F.
Remove the stem ends and slice the squash cross-wise in 1/4-inch-thick rounds.
Toss with the olive oil.In a small bowl, combine the bread crumbs, Parmesan,
salt, and pepper.
Arrange the squash rounds in a 9x12-inch rectangular baking dish, or 10-inch
pie plate.
Sprinkle the bread crumb mixture over.
Cover the baking dish with foil and bake in the oven for 30 minutes.
Remove foil and bake another five minutes until the top is bubbling and crispy.
Let cool slightly before serving and enjoy!

HOW TO FALL IN LOVE WITH YOUR FARM SHARE

While we have grown to love eating ultra-fresh,
straight out of the garden, we remember well
how difficult it was initially to start cooking
seasonally.
It’s very different than the typical supermarket
experience and can easily get overwhelming if not
well-managed. Our society and lifestyles have
become so removed from eating fresh food, that
there really is a learning curve to do so. We know
that so well from our experience.
When we started, I thought it sounded so
romantic to eat from scratch, going and
harvesting what was going to be for dinner that
night; and it is wonderful, however, it's not simple!

That's why we've created Local University to help teach others what we have learned
over the past decade or more. So if you haven't logged on and checked it out, do so
soon!
Just take it one step at a time and each week try to build on the last until pretty soon,
you know just what to do when getting a box of fresh food straight from the garden!
In the meantime, here are some quick tips on how to get the most from your Farm
share:
1. MENU PLAN
Most of us usually plan a menu, write a shopping list, and then buy our groceries.
That's because we cook from the recipe, not from its ingredients. With a Farm Share, it
helps to start from the opposite direction, planning your meals after
you pick up your share (or after checking Harvie to see what’s going to be in your
basket). By doing so you are cooking with what's in season, and that’s a good
habit, even without a Farm Share.

HOW TO FALL IN LOVE WITH YOUR FARM SHARE, CON'T
2. CHECK THE NEWSLETTERS & ASK YOUR FARMERS
The recipe options for the offerings in your basket are just about limitless, yet
with so much going on in our busy lives, researching how to store and cook your
produce, plus finding new and creative recipes for them, can seem like just another
task on your never ending to-do list.
Rather, even if short on time, check the newsletters for info on how to store and
prepare the produce for that week. Also, be sure to ask us for more recipes and
preparation ideas! Nothing gives us more pleasure than having you enjoy what we’re
working so hard to produce, so we’re more than willing to offer suggestions, find
recipes, and so forth if you start feeling like you’re in a rut.
3. INVEST IN A SALAD SPINNER
If you don’t already own one, consider buying in a Salad Spinner. Thankfully they
aren't very expensive, - you can get a good one that will last you years for around $20
- and it will help you easily wash and rinse large batches of lettuce. We've even found
that greens can be stored inside the spinner, in the fridge, so you can grab a few
handfuls with each meal. The spinner will keep them crunchy and fresh all week long!
4. PRESERVE IT!
If you can’t make your way through your basket one week, you can preserve it for
later enjoyment. Freezing, pickling, dehydrating and canning may be helpful options,
depending on your space, time and skills. You can freeze foods both raw or after
they're cooked. For example, zucchini can be shredded and frozen to be made into
bread later. Or even better, make zucchini and rice soup or loaves of zucchini bread
and freeze those for quick and easy meals later.
Extra herbs can be dehydrated and enjoyed later in the season when they are no
longer growing. Again, ask us for help and ideas if you find you’re not eating
through everything each week.
5. WHITE BOARD RESCUE
Have you ever opened the crisper drawer of your refrigerator to find a limp head of
broccoli you meant to add to a recipe last week? It happens to the best of us
whether purchasing at the supermarket or directly from a farm.
One way to avoid that is to put a whiteboard or notepad on the fridge to keep track
of what's on hand as a reminder to use them in our meals throughout the week. As
you use the produce, you can simply cross them off the list!

WHAT'S HAPPENIN' OUT AT THE FARM

This may look like a bizarre picture, but for those that know what this is, this
is a very good sight!
These are hundreds of praying mantis babies just hatched from their egg
this morning!! When we noticed they were hatching - we've been carefully
watching their eggs for weeks now! - we took the eggs out to the garden and
carefully put them in safe places for the praying mantis to go and find
homes and hopefully lots of bad bug larva such as aphids in the meantime.
Praying Mantis have enormous appetites, and love to eat a variety of pests
in the garden such as aphids, leafhoppers, mosquitoes, caterpillars and
other soft-bodied insects when young. Later on they will even eat larger
insects such as beetles, grasshoppers, crickets, and other pest insects. And
that's just what we need in the garden!!

